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The Diary of Edmund Harrold, Wigmaker of Manchester 1712-15

2008

this volume presents a fully referenced modern edition of the diary of the manchester barber edmund harrold covering the period

1712 1715 it is remarkable for its insights into his life and thoughts laying open his struggles with alcohol his attitudes to and

frequency of marital sex his reactions to the death of his three wives and 5 children and his religious meditations upon these and

other subjects the diary also relates the ups and downs of his business and the day to day realities of life as a provincial barber

more than this though it is a frank and often anguished insight into the mind of an eighteenth century man seeking to come to

terms with himself his god and a changing society

The Chance of Salvation

2017-08-28

the chance of salvation offers a history of conversions in the united states which shows how religious identity came to be a matter

of choice shortly after the american revolution people in the united states increasingly encountered an expanded array of religious

options evangelical protestants began an effort to convert americans while developing new practices that emphasized conversion

as an immediate choice their missionary effort extended to native american nations such as the cherokee in the southeast who

received christianity on their own terms enslaved and newly freed african americans likewise created a variety of christian

conversion that was centered on religious hope and eschatological expectation mormons drawing on earlier protestant practices



and beliefs enthusiastically proselytized for a new tradition that emphasized individual choice and free will by uncovering the way

that religious identity is structured as an obligatory decision this book explains why americans change their religions so much and

why the united states is both highly religious in terms of religious affiliation and very secular in the sense that no religion is an

unquestioned default

The Diary of Ralph Thoresby... (1677-1724)

1830

the first complete and accurate edition of the diary of andrew fuller 1754 1815 transcribed from the surviving manuscript at bristol

provides a fascinating glimpse into fuller s ministry at soham and kettering it was during this period 1780 1801 that he became the

dominant voice of evangelical calvinism among the particular baptists through his preaching writing and work as founding secretary

of the baptist missionary society 1792 1815

The Diary ... (1677-1724). Now First Published from the Original Manuscript, by ...

Joseph Hunter

1830

in 1995 i had a life changing encounter an encounter that steered my relationship with god in a whole new direction until then i

had excluded god from my every day affairs but after this experience i gradually began to develop a new way of having



communion with god a conversational way of praying now god is very much a part of my day to day life with each passing day i

realise that god craves relationship with me and he is willing to take me just as i am with him i know i can simply be me i can chat

with him wherever and whenever and i experience a personal touch of his love his humour and his pure goodness my diary of

upside down prayers is a compilation of some of the fun times i have spent with heavenly father lord jesus and holy spirit within

the pages of my diary you will find answers to questions such as who is hf does god knit is reincarnation a part of the christian

faith just to mention a few you may also find yourself catching on to the upside down way of speaking which though may

sometimes come across as informal is in no way irreverent but more importantly it is my prayer that the words on the pages of this

little book will encourage you to invite god into your everyday life and to comfortably be yourself in his presence

Memorials of a Gracious Life with the Diary and Letters of George Cowell by His

Daughter Ruth

1895

somewhere in palestine march 10th 1918 my very dear brother ern since receiving your last letter i have been over the top i was

expecting to have to go but i assure you ern i never dreamed it would be so terrible i want to try to forget those certain 16 hours

but i cannot and i am afraid i never shall i really think the night of february 19 20th was for me anyhow a night in hell we had to

attack johnny with the bayonet in the dark about 1 30 and it was dark too he was stronger than expected if our machine guns had

not come up just in time i think we would all have been wiped out



Memoirs of Margaret de Jersey Toase, compiled from her diary and correspondence

1859

reprint of the original first published in 1869

The Diary of Andrew Fuller, 1780-1801

2016-10-24

taking its title from one of john wesley s most important sermons the scripture way of salvation explores the soteriological content

of wesley s entire literary corpus sermons letters theological treatises journals and the notes on the old and new testaments

fundamentally a doctrinal study it is historically sensitive to the subtle shifts and nuances of wesley s continuing reflections about

the processes of salvation and the nature of christian life collins provides a clear discussion of wesley s emerging views about the

development and maturation of christian life and in so doing highlights the essential structure that undergirds and provides the

framework for wesley s way of thinking about the processes of salvation

The Diary of ... W. H. ... Containing the Incidents Connected with Two Years' Campaign

in Scinde and Affghanistan During the Late War, Etc

1848



the first presentation of john wesley s doctrinal teachings in a systematic form that is also faithful to wesley s own writings in

ebook format wesley was a prolific writer and commentator on scripture yet it is commonly held that he was not systematic or

internally consistent in his theology and doctrinal teachings on the contrary thomas c oden intends to demonstrate here that

wesley displayed a remarkable degree of consistency over sixty years of preaching and ministry the book helps readers to grasp

wesley s essential teachings in an accessible form so that the person desiring to go directly to wesley s own writings which fill

eighteen volumes will know exactly where to turn

My Diary of Upside Down Prayers

2013

1941 great britain is fighting for its very existence france has surrendered and installed marshal pétain an ageing reactionary as

head of a hostile new government at vichy the allied outpost in egypt and the suez canal its strategic jewel are threatened on both

sizes to the west rommel is rampaging through north africa to the east the germans are arming rebels and fostering an uprising in

british iraq churchill s cabinet is reeling after disastrous campaign in greece there are fears of a german takeover in vichy

controlled syria and lebanon where a languishing french colonial army may fall in line with the nazis churchill orders a disgruntled

general wavell to take the offensive assuming that the french will not put up a fight against an allied show of force the only troops

available are a division of australians the 7th untested recruits digging ditches in the egyptian desert this is the story of how the

7th division came to fight against the army of the levant australia against france in the rocky hills of lebanon and the barren

wastes of syria contrary to churchill s expectations the french resisted viciously the australians won the war but at the price of

more than 400 young men sons of anzacs who had fought to defend france in the trenches of the western front the british were



embarrassed the campaign was forgotten and the australians who fought were dubbed the silent men no contemporary australian

historian has studied the conflict british and french accounts exist but fail to do justice to the australian contribution through

interviews with the veterans archival records and on the ground research this book seeks to understand a neglected campaign and

give it a proper place in australian history

Christian Life, Its Experiences and Evidences; Extracted from the Diary of an Eminent

Divine of the Last Century

1852

dark gripping and romantic read the books that inspired the phenomenal netflix vampire series books 1 and 2 in l j smith s new

york times bestselling vampire diaries series the awakening book 1 elena gilbert is used to getting what she wants and she wants

the mysterious new boy at school stefan then she discovers her has a brother who is equally alluring but these siblings are hiding

a deadly secret a secret that will change elena s life for ever the struggle book 2 elena is torn between her boyfriend stefan and

his brother damon but these brothers hide dark secrets and a tragic past that threatens them all damon wants to lead elena astray

and he d rather kill stefan than let him possess her darker than twilight more punch than buffy and bloodier than true blood enjoy

this romance with real bite



The Unity of Truth. A Devotional Diary, Compiled from the Scriptures and Other

Sources. By the Author of “Visiting My Relations” [M. A. Kelty].

1867

with an introduction by olivia laing monday 20 april 1925 one thing in considering my state of mind now seems to me beyond

dispute that i have at last bored down into my oil well can t scribble fast enough to bring it all to the surface i have never felt this

rush urgency before mrs dalloway 1925 to the lighthouse 1927 orlando 1928 a room of one s own 1929 the years covered by this

volume of virginia woolf s diary saw the publication of four of her most celebrated works and the writing of the waves her diary

captures the accelerating pace of her life and the creative friendships with other well known writers and artists at times exhilarated

at others fearful or depressed the entries of these years are animated by woolf s sheer vitality as a writer

First World War Diary of Rifleman Frederick Joseph Stanbridge

2019-02-28

with more than 1 500 000 members and adherents in 109 countries there is hardly anyone nowadays who is not familiar with the

salvation army and while many have been directly affected by its activities in health relief and community service it is rare that one

knows much about this unique christian movement which was founded in london in 1865 by william booth its first general and has

continued growing ever since whether merely curious impressed by its work or among its members the historical dictionary of the

salvation army provides a wealth of information for those who want to know more this excellent source on all varieties of aspects



related to the salvation army its history organization structure beliefs and activities around the world sums them all up in a broad

introduction it then presents the information in greater detail in hundreds of cross referenced dictionary entries while nearly a

century and a half of history is traced in the chronology and further reading is indicated by two extensive bibliographies this

volume written by more than 150 contributors all specialists on different aspects and countries under the direction of major john g

merritt concludes with nine appendixes including the first ever published list of the more than 425 men and women who have

attained the rank of commissioner

Diary, Reminiscences, and Correspondence

1872

calvin fletcher born in vermont in 1798 came to indiana from ohio in 1821 and in the next forty five years made a fortune raised

eleven children and was a pillar of the community this pioneer indianapolis lawyer banker and philanthropist kept a diary for most

of his long life and in it he recorded both the growth of his family and his community whether complaining criticizing observing

shrewdly or agonizing fletcher emerges as both a complex and unforgettable human being each of the set s nine volumes has a

preface chronology and index volume nine includes a cumulative index

Diary, Reminiscences, and Correspondence of Henry Crabb Robinson

1872

this book examines the spiritual experiences of the first british methodist lay people and the language used to describe those



experiences it reflects on physical manifestations such as shouting weeping groaning visions and out of body experiences and

their role in the process of spiritual development these experiences offer an intimate perspective on the surprisingly holistic origins

of the evangelical revival the study features autobiographical narratives and other first hand manuscripts in which ordinary lay

people recount their first impressions of methodism their conflicted feelings throughout the conversion process their approach

toward death and dying and their mixed attitudes toward the task of writing itself the book will be relevant to scholars of

methodism evangelicalism and religious history as well as those interested in emotions and religious experience

Diary, Reminiscences, and Correspondence of Henry Crabb Robinson

2020-05-02

the diary of a young girl

The Scripture Way of Salvation

2010-10-01

the search for salvation is an innovative and interdisciplinary study of lay faith in scotland in the later milddle ages examining both

the religious ideas and practices of the people and the ways in which these were shaped by images in literature art and church

writings contrary to traditional views which portray the late medieval scottish church as weak and corrupt the book argues for the

vitality and flourishing of lay piety in the later fifteenth and first half of the sixteenth century it thus sheds new light on the coming

of the protestant reformation as well as revealing the richness of the world of medieval scottish religious imagery each chapter



examines one aspect of faith and the lay responses to it the first part of the book discusses three central concepts in people s

understanding of death and salvation the day of judgement heaven and hell and purgatory the second part looks at the way in

which people perceived of and related to three central figures of christianity god mary and jesus in examining such a wide variety

of beliefs the book goes beyond the study of religion to provide an understanding of the nature and functioning of medieval society

as a whole

The Golden Diary of Heart Converse with Jesus in the Book of Psalms

1866

at the front line draws on a plethora of letters diaries and documents written by over 300 australian soldiers in the field to present

a picture of the hardships and triumphs of their wartime experience mark johnston analyses the suffering of front line soldiers

caused not only by the opposing force but also by the conditions imposed by their own army the book details the physical and

psychological pressures of life at the front and shows how soldiers survived or surrendered to unbearable environments fear

boredom and the constant threat of impending death the myths of mateship and equanimity are brought under scrutiny much

hostility can be explained by competition between ranks and the perceived hostility of superiors the author investigates the

immense strain that led to many breakdowns and the characteristic forebearance that saw so many others through

The Golden Diary of Heart Converse with Jesus in the Book of Psalms. By the Rev. Dr.



Edersheim. Arranged for Every Sunday in the Year

1866

god s diary by l t bledsoe

John Wesley's Teachings, Volume 2

2012-08-07

paul tschetter was a leading figure in late nineteenth century hutterite history the hutterite joshua who convinced 1 250 hutterites to

leave russia in the 1870s and resettle in dakota territory tschetter s life elucidates the way that an immigrant community fought for

survival in a north american environment that stressed assimilation to radically different political economic cultural and religious

values janzen provides an in depth narrative and analysis of tschetter s influence based on diaries sermons hymns interviews and

other primary materials i welcome this long overdue book on paul tschetter rod janzen is to be commended for continuing to

preserve the prairieleut heritage paul tschetter provided much needed leadership in a very transitional period of hutterian history

tony waldner forest river hutterite colony much has been written on the communal hutterites but rod janzen is one of the very few

scholars who have tracked the history of the more numerous prairieleut or noncommunal hutterites spotlighting the pivotal

prairieleut leader paul tschetter is a giant step forward in preserving the history of the other hutterites timothy miller university of

kansas janzen writes the way history ought to be written the author builds upon and then goes far beyond all previous studies in

content and especially in his solid interpretation and historical analysis where socioreligious perspectives are not shortchanged



leonard gross author of the golden years of the hutterites the tschetter family is grateful for dr janzen s thoughtful biography

wesley g tschetter south dakota state university paul tschetter s biography so well written by the careful and detailed research of

rod janzen preserves as a lasting tribute the story of a wonderful and many sided man and the remarkable community of the

prairieleut people in the context of a forever vanished society and era max stanton brigham young university hawaii

Australia's War with France

2017-09-05

notions of which behaviours comprised sin and what actions might lead to salvation sat at the heart of christian belief and practice

in early modern england but both of these vitally important concepts were fundamentally reconfigured by the reformation

remarkably little work has been undertaken exploring the ways in which these essential ideas were transformed by the religious

changes of the sixteenth century in the field of reformation studies revisionist scholarship has underlined the vitality of late

medieval english christianity and the degree to which people remained committed to the practices of the catholic church up to the

eve of the reformation including those dealing with the mortification of sin and the promise of salvation such popular commitment

to late medieval lay piety has in turn raised questions about how the reformation itself was able to take root whilst post revisionist

scholars have explored a wide range of religious beliefs and practices such as death providence angels and music there has been

a surprising lack of engagement with the two central religious preoccupations of the vast majority of people to address this

omission this collection focusses upon the history and theology of sin and salvation in reformation and post reformation england

exploring their complex social and cultural constructions it underlines how sin and salvation were not only great religious constants

but also constantly evolving in order to survive in the rapidly transforming religious landscape of the reformation drawing upon a



range of disciplinary perspectives historical theological literary and material art historical to both reveal and explain the complexity

of the concepts of sin and salvation the volume further illuminates a subject central to the nature and success of the reformation

itself divided into four sections part i explores reformers attempts to define and re define the theological concepts of sin and

salvation while part ii looks at some of the ways in which sin and salvation were contested through confessional conflict polemic

poetry and martyrology part iii focuses on the practical attempts of english divines to reform sin with respect to key religious

practices while part iv explores the significance of sin and salvation in the lived experience of both clergy and laity evenly

balancing contributions by established academics in the field with cutting edge contributions from junior researchers this collection

breaks new ground in what one historian of the period has referred to as the social history of theology

The Awakening & The Struggle

2011-02-03

this book culminates my story and journey of life a man purified through suffering who tries to search for meaning and purpose to

life also desire to become who i was meant to be as person and who god created me to be seeing myself the way god sees me

and not what others feel i would become the book is not meant to promote myself but to share my life experiences with someone

who might be going through the same thing i went through basically my past present and future were enumerated but not in

entirety joseph diary is specifically meant for a person who felt his her life would move in a certain way but ended up in a different

direction because of vicissitudes of life which he of course cannot control my bigger idea is how my life was shaped due to my

experience and i desire other people s life to also change because of this story enjoy your reading



Diary of Virginia Woolf: Volume 3

2023-06-01

this life is not mine it is evolving rhythmically through a regular breath that is not mine cheered by a peaceful day that is not mine

there is nothing in this world that is yours sandra realize it it is all a gift in which the giver can intervene when and how he wishes

take care of the gift given to you make it more beautiful and full for when the time comes sandra s diary stops here on 27th of

april 1984 words that seem to presage the tragic accident in which she will be involved two days later only after her death is her

secret discovered imprinted on pieces of paper cards diaries school diaries you can find the heart of a girl who wants to lead every

thought every action her whole being to christ an extraordinary spiritual journey that father oreste benzi had the intuition to collect

and publish giving life to sandra s diary this edition contains in addition to sandra s writings her story stefano vitali s testimony on

the miracle of healing the prayer to ask for the intercession of the new blessed

Historical Dictionary of The Salvation Army

2006-09-05

john wesley s doctrine of justification provides updated scholarship on this pivotal doctrine of methodism providing a deeper

understanding of a major tenet of the christian faith mark olson offers a comprehensive treatment of the development and

exposition of wesley s doctrine of justification and how it changed throughout wesley s life including his early views rooted in

anglican heritage the significant developments in wesley s career and contributions from notable figures like john fletcher to his



doctrine of general justification the doctrine of justification was pivotal to john wesley s understanding of a person s relationship

with god in wesley s view it defined one of the two general parts of salvation it touched every aspect of the spiritual journey from

birth general justification to conversion present justification to final judgment and glory final justification to properly understand

wesley s via salutis and theology one needs to grasp the particulars of his doctrine of justification the best way to do this is to tell

the story of how he came to understand the doctrine over the course of his life it is a complex story with many twists and turns

that deserves to be fully told

The Diary of Calvin Fletcher, Volume 2: 1838-1843

1973

at the opening of this volume suffragists hoped to speed passage of a sixteenth amendment to the constitution through the

creation of select committees on woman suffrage in congress congress did not vote on the amendment until january 1887 then in

a matter of a week suffragists were dealt two major blows the senate defeated the amendment and the senate and house reached

agreement on the edmunds tucker act disenfranchising all women in the territory of utah

Sensing Salvation in Early British Methodism

2023-10-27

this monograph tracks the development of the socio economic stance of early mormonism an american millenarian restorationist

movement through the first fourteen years of the church s existence from its incorporation in the spring of 1830 in new york



through ohio and missouri and illinois up to the lynching of its prophet joseph smith jr in the summer of 1844 mormonism used a

new revelation the book of mormon and a new apostolically inspired church organization to connect american antiquities to

covenant theological salvation history the innovative religious strategy was coupled with a conservative socio economic stance that

was supportive of technological innovation this analysis of the early mormon church uses case studies focused on socio economic

problems such as wealth distribution the financing of publication projects land trade and banking and caring for the poor in order to

correct for the agentive overtones of standard mormon historiography both in its supportive and in its detractive stance the

explanatory models of social time from fernand braudel s classic work on the mediterranean are transferred to and applied in the

nineteenth century american context

THE DIARY OF A YOUNG GIRL (CLASS - 10, TERM - 2)

2009-11-06

william hobson a staunch nineteenth century quaker minister and determined follower of jesus christ was shaped by revival quaker

history and his friends upbringing as a young adult he left his home state of north carolina for the iowa frontier where he honed his

god given leadership skills while shepherding the pioneer congregation at honey creek after two decades in iowa hobson received

a mid life call from god to establish a new missions focused quaker community somewhere on the west coast following an

extensive search for the perfect location hobson eventually chose newberg oregon and quaker influence in the region quickly

spread culminating in the organization of the evangelical friends church quakers in the pacific northwest hobson s lifelong

determination to follow god continues to serve as a godly example inspiring us to likewise dedicate our lives to god s kingdom

purposes



The Search for Salvation

2002-07-18

At the Front Line

2022-04-21

God's Diary

2009-05-04

Paul Tschetter

2016-03-03

Sin and Salvation in Reformation England

2023-03-07



Joseph's Diary

1888

The Religion of Protestants a Safeway to Salvation

1708

Diary of Cotton Mather: 1681-1708

2022-05-02

Sandra's Diary

2024-01-16

John Wesley's Doctrine of Justification

1997



The Selected Papers of Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony: When clowns

make laws for queens, 1880 to 1887

2016-05-24

Salvation and Solvency

2021-12-24

William Hobson (1820-1891)

1822

Memoirs of the Rev. David Brainerd ... chiefly taken from his own diary. By Rev.

Jonathan Edwards ... Including his Journal, now for the first time incorporated with the

rest of his diary ... by Sereno Edwards Dwight. [Containing also the funeral sermon on



D. Brainerd by Jonathan Edwards.]
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